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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to investigate ‘eînai (‘be’) plus dative’ and ‘eînai plus geni-
tive’ possessive constructions, paying special attention to the semantic content of the
verb eînai in order to identify the function and the distribution of the various combi-
natorial patterns of the constructions in question, and the precise role of the verbal
items. In particular, the present analysis, carried out within the framework of Con-
struction Grammar, will attempt to demonstrate that each possessive variant consti-
tutes a semantically and pragmatically distinct pattern where the semantic content of
the verb eînai is the result of form-meaning configurations over and above the mor-
pheme and word level. From this perspective, the cluster of semantic, pragmatic and
morpho-syntactic values attributed to participant slots constitutes an integral part of
constructions.
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1 Introduction

The predicative encoding of possession in Ancient Greek is characterized by
the grammatically important distinction between two major construction
types: constructions with verbs whose semantic content has a specific posses-
sive predicational function, e.g. ékhō ‘have’,1 and constructions with a form of
the verb ‘to be’, generally eînai, in combination with an accompanying oblique
case. The latter denotes the Possessor, while the Possessee np is constructed
as the grammatical subject in the nominative case controlling verb agreement.
From the earliest stages on, the second construction type is realized by two dis-
tinct schemata, the Possessor np being expressed either by the genitive or the
dative.

In both genitive and dative constructions the verbal lexical item is the same
(eînai), the constituent order is apparently not fixed (as in 1a–1b, and 2a–2b)
and thus any position of the three constituents involved with respect to each
other is acceptable. At first glance, the two constructions only seem to differ in
the case form carried by the Possessor item, genitive (as in 1) vs. dative (as in 2)
below.2

(1) a. toûto tò pedíon ên mén kote
this.nom art.nom plain.nom be.impf.3sg ptc ptc
Khorasmíōn
Chorasmians.gen
‘this plain belonged once to the Chorasmians’

hdt. 3.117.1

1 On the distinction between ‘have’ and ‘be’ languages and the development of Indo-European
verbal roots meaning ‘to have’, the reader is referred to Meillet (1923); Benveniste (1960);
Isačenko (1974); Heine (1997: 138–142, 209–211); Bauer (2000) and Baldi & Cuzzolin (2005)
among others.

2 Greek examples are taken from Oxford Classical Text editions, whereas English equiva-
lents are taken from Greek-English Loeb editions. In some cases, the translations have been
adapted. However, all examples have been glossed following the Leipzig Glossing Rules
(http://eva.mpg.de/lingua/files/morpheme.html). Judging from the Oxford critical editions
considered for the examples given in this paper, genitive or dative forms have been transmit-
ted without any variation.
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b. ou Korinthíōn toû dēmosíou estì ho
not Corinthians.gen art.gen city.gen be.prs.3sg art.nom
thesaurós, allà Kupsélou toû Ēetíōnos
treasure.nom but Kypselos.gen art.gen Eetion.gen
‘The treasure does not belong to the city of Corinth, but to Kypselos,
the son of Eetion’

hdt. 1.14.2

(2) a. êsan dè tôi Kroísōi dúo paîdes
be.impf.3pl ptc art.dat Croesus.dat two.nom sons.nom
‘Croesus had two sons’

hdt. 1.34.2

b. nûn dè dḕ enthád’ emoì kakòn éssetai
now ptc ptc here me.dat evil.nom be.fut.3sg
‘and now even here shall evil come upon me’

hom. Il. 21.92

On closer inspection, however, it transpires that the expression of predicative
possession involves two coherent, distinct constructions which include both
nominal and verbal items. Nevertheless, a strictly form-based analysis of syn-
tactic relations is not in itself sufficient to account for the precise nature of the
differences between these two constructions and the relationships between
them. Since both types of sentences apparently have the argument structure
of the verb ‘to be’, which licenses alternative (genitive or dative) argument
realisations of Possessor, two distinct research questions emerge: what is the
semantic contribution of the verbal item, and is it the same in both construc-
tions?

Indeed, as is well known, the verb eînai in Ancient Greek not only covers the
expression of properties or quality ascribed to subjects, but also the semantic
space of three fundamental relations: possession (see 1 and 2 above), loca-
tion (3) and existence (4).

(3) haì dè eisì en tôi hirôi tês
art.nom ptc be.prs.3pl in art.dat temple.dat art.gen
Athēnaíēs
Athenian.gen
‘this (the burial-place of his father) is in the temple of Athena’

hdt. 2.169.4
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(4) ên gár pote khrónos hóte theoì mèn êsan,
be.impf.3sg ptc ptc time.nom. when gods.nom ptc be.impf.3pl
thnētà dè génē ouk ên
mortal.nom ptc race.nom not be.impf.3sg
‘There was once a time when there were gods, but no mortal creatures’

plat. Prot. 320

With this in mind, an explanation of the role of the verbal items in the pos-
sessive constructions under discussion needs to be sought in the interaction
between the syntactic configurations and the semantic and discourse-based
linguistic features relating to the constituent parts.

Despite the fact that the expressions of predicative possession in Ancient
Greek have been thoroughly investigated in a number of studies (for an over-
view of the range of encodings of possession in Ancient Greek see Benvenuto
2014), little attention has been given to the verbal valence and verbal lexical
item role regarding constructions competing in the possessive semantic space;
what is more, pragmatic aspects have received relatively scant attention.

Consequently, the aim of this paper is to investigate the two possessive con-
structions, ‘eînaiplus dative’ and ‘eînaiplus genitive’, in order to understand the
interaction between the verb and the possessive constructions with which it is
associated. In particular, our analysis, pursued within the framework of Con-
struction Grammar, will attempt to demonstrate that each possessive variant
constitutes a semantically andpragmatically distinct patternwhere the seman-
tic content of the verb eînai is a result of form-meaning configurations over
and above the morpheme and word level. From this perspective, the cluster
of semantic, pragmatic and morpho-syntactic values attributed to participant
slots constitutes an integral part of constructions.

The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction to our study in
section 1, some preliminary remarks are provided in section 2 alongside a
presentation of the theoretical framework. Sections 3 and 4 examine argument
structure constructions involving the verb eînai in possessive predication with
dative and genitive respectively, taking into account various types of criteria
and properties. Section 5 then concludes.

2 Preliminary Remarks

2.1 Possession
The concept of ‘possession’ is an exceptionally complex notion which is dif-
ficult to define in a uniform way. There are various linguistic renderings of it,
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not only cross-linguistically, but also within individual languages.3 For the pur-
poses of this paper, we assume a general characterization of possession as a
semantic concept associatedwith cognitive entities known as ‘relations’, aswas
noted, for the first time, it seems, by Aristotle (Cat. 7, 6 b34–35).

From a cognitive perspective a prototypical relation of possession com-
prises two entities: the ‘Possessor’ (henceforth Pr), i.e. the entity, prototypically
human and highly individuated, that has something at its disposal, and the
‘Possessee’ (Pe), that is to say, the entity actually, or metaphorically, at the Pr’s
disposal and which usually denotes a concrete, not necessarily highly individ-
uated, entity.4 The nature of the relation between the two entities is essen-
tially asymmetrical since their role or status involves different specifications
in terms of empathy (see Lehmann 2002), control and/or agentivity as well
as pragmatic-cognitive salience. Various subtypes of possession can be char-
acterized on the basis of the different combinations of these parameters and in
terms of the different values they assume in relation to factors such as the dura-
tion of the possession (temporary or permanent), the physical proximity of the
Pe to the Pr and the alienability/inalienability of the Pe. Many languages, for
instance, distinguish between inalienable (or inherent) possession and alien-
able (or established) possession (Seiler 1983; Heine 1997: 17–25). Even though
this distinction (and related linguistic encodings) can ultimately be defined on
the basis of culture specific knowledge, there are entity concepts, regarding,
for example, kinship, body parts, or organic part/whole, which are intrinsically
relational at a universal cognitive level. Because of this property, it can be said
that a possessive relationship is inherently given in such concepts and conse-
quently determines a lexical interpretation of the possessive relationship.5

The conventionalized encodings of the concept of possession are language
specific and differ according to which syntactic and/or informational struc-
tures are ascribed to the two participants in the construction. From a cross-
linguistic perspective, the possessive constructions differ particularly in how
they represent the participants of a possessive situation in the morphosyntac-
tic and/or informational structure. When one of the participants is part of the
predicative statement and the possessive relation is the main assertion of the
sentence, we are dealing with predicative possession; the predicate can be a

3 See, for example, Seiler (1983); Taylor (1989); Heine (1997); Baron,Herslund&Sorensen (2001);
Stassen (2009).

4 The abbreviations used in the present text are: Comp ‘complement’, Cop ‘copula’, Dat ‘dative’,
fd ‘focus domain’, Gen ‘genitive’, Intr ‘intransitive’, iop ‘Internal Obligatory Participant’, Nom
‘nominative’, NP ‘noun phrase’, Pe ‘Possessee’, Pr ‘Possessor’, Subj ‘subject’, Top ‘topic’, v ‘verb’.

5 See, among others, Seiler (1983: 13); Heine (1997: 20); Lehman (2002: 6) and Barker (2011: 4).
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lexical verbwhich specifies the possessive semantic function or a copular/exis-
tential verb, while the Pr and Pe fill the argument slots of the predicate.6

2.2 Predicative Possession in Ancient Greek: Previous Studies
The expression of the possession relation in Ancient Greek has been investi-
gated in previous studies which have focused on various aspects of the issue
(Benveniste 1960; Kahn 1973; Kulneff-Eriksson 1999; Bauer 2000; Guilleux &
Bortolussi 2011). In Benveniste’s seminal work (1960), predicative constructions
with dative and with genitive are defined as “prédicat de possession”, express-
ing “possession”, and “prédicat d’appartenance” expressing “belonging” respec-
tively. Kulneff-Eriksson’s study (1999) is also worthy of mention; here occur-
rences of the dative construction are largely analysed contrastively with the
ékhō construction in order to identify any differences between the two modes
of expressing the notion of ‘have’ in Ancient Greek; the genitive construction,
however, is not considered. Finally, Guilleux & Bortolussi’s paper (2011), based
on a limited corpus (Mycenaean Greek, 5th and 4th century b.c. inscriptions
from Attica and a selection of Attic literary texts), uses an essentially typologi-
cal approach for a brief examinationof certain functions, including expressions
of possession, in which eînai and ékhein apparently compete.7

All in all, traditional literature on the issue does not provide a satisfactory
account of the verbal lexeme role in the organization of argument realization.
Furthermore, research focusing exclusively on the verb ‘to be’ in Ancient Greek
possessive constructions is limited to the seminal essay by Kahn (1973). Even
though the analysis is based on a detailed and exhaustive study of the various
uses of eînai, Kahnmaintains that the only satisfactory general classification of
such uses is their formal division into copulative and non-copulative construc-
tions. He does not, however, put forward consistent semantic and discourse-
pragmatic parameters when discussing existential uses (Kahn 1973: 228–229).
Finally,—as mentioned above—it is worth noting that none of the previous
studies provides a detailed analysis of the pragmatic aspects of predicative pos-
sessive constructions.

The present paper primarily examines the ‘eînai plus genitive/dative’ con-
structions, by paying special attention to the semantic content of the verb.
As such, this study is a continuation of the research which began with Ben-
venuto & Pompeo (2012). The earlier paper, based on a quantitative analysis of

6 It is on the basis of these two kinds of predicative structures that Isačenko (1974) divided the
languages of the world into ‘have-’ and ‘be-languages’.

7 For a diachronic consideration of the distribution of the three constructions, see also Kulneff-
Eriksson (1999); Benvenuto & Pompeo (2012) and Benvenuto (2014).
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corpus data, consists of an evaluation of the distribution of the constructions
and accounts for their different functions: the genitive possessive construc-
tion has a precise functional area, is contextually restricted and semantically
specialized, while the semantic-functional profile of the dative construction is
relatively loose. These constructions are identified by different configurations
of fundamental syntactic relations (in the case of Pr) and different discourse-
related features of constituents that allow us to define the constructions as
‘have-’ and a ‘belong- constructions’ respectively.8

What still remains to be explored more thoroughly, however, is the precise
role of the verbal items in the constructions. The two different configurations
of these constructions depend on the occurrence of the lexeme eînai which
has both a copular and an existential value. Indeed, as is well known, the
Indo-European verbal root *h1es- ‘to be’ is vague in meaning. As a matter
of fact, there are two major readings/functions which can be determined by
the immediately surrounding discourse context and by the type of clause in
which the verb is used: a grammatical reading, as a linking verb (or copula)
and a lexical one, as an abstract verb of existence (see Benveniste 1960). The
distinction between these two patterns of use has not been lexicalized in the
majority of Indo-European languages.

2.3 Theoretical Framework
Given such conceptual and linguistic complexity, the present study adopts a
constructional approach in line with the work of Adele Goldberg (1995, 2006)
and William Croft (2001) as well as drawing on the fundamental principles of
Cognitive Grammar (Ronald Langacker 1987, 1991).9 Constructional and cog-
nitive grammar approaches are similar in that constructions are considered
as symbolic units equipped with conventionalized form-meaning configura-
tions at varying levels of complexity and abstraction. Consequently, the con-
struction itself “contribute[s] semantics not attributable to the lexical items
involved” (Goldberg 1995: 141; see also Croft 2001). In particular, the construc-
tional approach assumes that constructions can influence the valence pat-
terns of verbs, over and above the verb’s lexical value.10 Consider for instance

8 These notions have been developed in typological studies, cf. Heine (1997).
9 For a useful survey pertaining to the current theories of Construction Grammar in Cogni-

tive Linguistics, see Croft & Cruse (2004).
10 Theoretical linguistic research in recent decades has been characterized by the debate

between projectionist (e.g. Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1998) and constructional (e.g. Gold-
berg 2006) approaches to argument structure.We cannot provide an extensive discussion
of this issue here, but will limit ourselves to pointing out that the projectionist approach
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Goldberg’s (1995: 9) example, He sneezed the napkin off the table, where the
verb sneeze, usually associated with a single participant argument role (the
sneezer), receives a transitive readingwhen it is integrated in the causedmotion
construction. The constructional approach can thus account for the variable
behaviour of verbs, and their multiple argument realization can be explained
by verb occurrence in multiple constructions. In other words, it is not neces-
sary to stipulate a specific sense of sneezewhich is unique to the causedmotion
construction. Schematic argument structure constructions are capable of con-
tributing argument.

A further assumption of Construction Grammar is that constructions are
organized in taxonomic networks (Croft 2001: 25–26), ranging from substan-
tive constructions (idiomatic) to highly abstract ‘schematic constructions’ i.e.
sentence structure templates. Moreover, “several constructions can be shown
to be associated with a family of distinct but related senses, much like the poly-
semy recognized in lexical items” (Goldberg 1995: 4).

The constructional approach is also concernedwith accounting for the prag-
matic factors that are crucial to understanding the constraints on grammat-
ical constructions. Since semantics, information structure and pragmatics are
closely interrelated,wewill focus our attention on issues regarding information
packaging in line with Lambrecht (1994, 2000). Two notions that play a cen-
tral role in the packaging of information structure are Topic and Focus, Topic
being a “matter of current interest which a statement is about andwith respect
to which a proposition is to be interpreted as relevant” (Lambrecht 1994: 119),
while Focus is an “element of a pragmatically structured proposition whose
occurrence makes it possible for the sentence to express a ‘pragmatic asser-
tion’ ” (Lambrecht 2000: 612).

Furthermore, given the essentially asymmetrical nature of the possessive
relation (see previous section), Langacker’s reference-point model (Langacker
1991, 1995, 2003, 2009, among others) merits attention. According to Langacker,
the reference-point model is an idealized cognitive model, representing “simply
the idea that we commonly invoke the conception of one entity for purposes
of establishing mental contact with another [the target]” (Langacker 1995: 58),
the entity invoked being the most salient, and constituting a sort of natural
reference point. In particular, in possessive expressions, the Pr is usually the ref-
erence point which affords mental access to the Pe (the target). Consequently,

assumes that the semantic and/or syntactic information specified by the main verb is the
basis for basic sentence patterns. For a detailed account of both perspectives, see Rappa-
port Hovav & Levin (1998), while a discussion of the limitations of both approaches can
be found (among others) in Sorace (2004).
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the various possessive constructionswill differ inwhich element(s) they render
prominent through profiling and trajector/landmark assignment (see, among
others, Langacker 1987, 1991, 1995, 2003, 2009).
Profiling and trajector/landmark organization (or alignment) are two basic

notions in Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar. According to Langacker, profiling
is “one kind of prominence: within the overall conception it evokes as its base,
an expression profiles some substructure, i.e. puts it in focus as the entity it
designates (refers to). An expression’s grammatical category is determined by
the nature of its profile” (Langacker 2009: 111). On the other hand, trajector
and landmark are the profiled participants in a relational predication: a tra-
jector is the primary focal participant, “the figure in a relational profile”, while
a landmark is a secondary focal participant, which functions as a ground to the
trajector (Langacker 1987: 217). Finally, “the figure within a scene is a substruc-
ture perceived as “standing out” from the remainder (the ground) and accorded
special prominence as the pivotal entity around which the scene is organized
and for which it provides setting” (Langacker 1987: 120). It is important to note
that in certain special circumstances the less salient entity may constitute the
reference point (Langacker 1995: 59), as we will see in section 4.2.

Finally, as far as the cognitive-semantic level is concerned, the following
aspects will be taken into consideration in order to identify the function of the
constructions under discussion:

a) the semantic characterisation of the Pr and the Pe, identifying the possible
combinations of the features [±animate], [±human], [±definite]11 and,
only in the case of the Pe, [±concrete] and [±relational]12

11 As regards definiteness in particular, we have followed Lyons (1999) and Napoli (2009:
577–583), considering not only its grammatical encoding but also logical/semantic and
pragmatic aspects. Logical definiteness is dependent on the inherent semantics of nouns
and primarily concerns proper nouns, common nouns of unique entities and generics,
while the pragmatic aspect regards cases where the definiteness is inferred mainly from
the context (linguistic or extra-linguistic). It is worth noting that a noun can be definite
even if it occurs without the article and this is precisely the case in Ancient Greek. As a
matter of fact, the definite article in Homer is not yet fully developed as an independent
category, and in Classical Greek the picture is neither consistent nor systematic: the
definite article occurs in all cases of pragmatic definiteness, while it is optional with
generics, proper nouns, nouns of unique entities and with mass and abstract nouns, that
is, the entire domain of logical definiteness (Napoli 2009: 582–583).

12 As alreadymentioned, this label applies to those concepts that imply a possessive relation
with another entity at the universal cognitive level. According to Barker (2011: 4), “themost
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b) the variables determining the diverse feature distributions, that is to say, the
constraints that relate to the various distributions, and, in particular, how
these distributions are associated with the expression of various relation-
ships of possession in the two constructions analysed.

3 The Dative Pattern: Syntactic, Pragmatic and Semantic Features

3.1 Phrasal Syntax and Information Structure
In dative possessive constructions the Pe np is the grammatical subject in the
nominative case controlling verb agreement; Pr’s encoded by the dative are
generally previously mentioned referents and thus can be considered given.

This feature is consistent with the high presence of pronominal expres-
sions of the Pr, a phenomenon borne out by the data provided in the literature
(Kulneff-Eriksson 1999; Benvenuto & Pompeo 2012). Pronouns, indeed, nearly
always indicate that their referents are fully discourse-activated and presup-
posed, and therefore offer an indication of topichood.

A useful indicator of the topic function of the dative Pr is provided in the
following example:

(5) [context: There are other Indians who kill no living creature, nor sow,
nor are wont to have houses; they eat grass …]
kaì autoîsi ésti hóson kénkhros tò
and they.dat be.prs.3sg howmuch.nom grain.nom art.nom
mégathos en káluki
greatness.nom in husk.dat
‘and they have a grain growing naturally from the earth in its husk’

hdt. 3.100

The topic referent in (5) is expressedby the anaphoric pronounwhich identifies
the Pr as a co-referent of the contextual antecedent ‘Indians’.

However, the clearest illustration of the essentially pragmatic functions of
the dative Pr is provided by wh-questions, as in example (6) from Anabasis.

common relational concepts cross-linguistically include family relations (mother, uncle,
cousin); body parts (hand, head, finger); and intrinsic aspects of entities such as color,
speed, weight, shape, temperature”.
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(6) [context: Some of the others also sought Cyrus’s presence, demanding
to know …]
tí sfísin éstai, eàn kratḗsōsin
what.nom they.dat be.fut.3sg if prevail.aor.subj.3pl
‘what should be given to them, in case of victory’

xen. Anab. 1.7.8

It is clear from this example that the focus element of the question is an
interrogative pronoun demanding information about the Pe referent.

An important result of these observations is the confirmation that the Pr in
dative constructions is a previouslymentioned referent, while the Pe is a newly
introduced element providing particularly salient new information. In other
words, the Pe, the subject of the sentence, conveys the assertion in the dative
construction and is the unmarked focus argument. Consequently, the syntactic
and pragmatic structure is [Prdat ] top [to be Penom ]fd.

This observation sheds light on another important aspect of our interpre-
tation. By examining the features of possessive clauses with ‘eînai plus dative’,
it is possible to state that they are presentative-existential clauses of the kind
‘there is a yPe to xPr’/‘to xPr exists a yPe’. Indeed, focused subjects are typical of
existential-presentative clauses (Givón 2001: 255–261).

As far as the predicate is concerned, the verb eînai not only introduces an
entity into the discourse, but also asserts the existence of the Pe explicitly, as
do existential sentences proper, with respect to a Pr (see section 3.2). The latter
is an entity that specifies the area of validity of the statement of existence as
pertaining to the personal sphere of Pr (Lehmann 2002: 5).13 This assertion can
be supported by a negation test, as in (7).

(7) [context: Euphilêtos declares that Eratosthenes had an affair with his
wife and inflicted disgrace upon his children; this was the one and only
hostile act against the accuser …]
kaì oúte ékhthra emoì kaì ekeínō oudemía ên
and not hostility.nom me.dat and that.dat any.nom be.impf.3sg
plḕn taútēs
except this.gen
‘I have no other motive for hostility (to the accuser) and he does not have
any enmity (against me) except for this’

lys. 1.4

13 On this topic, see also Lyons (1967); Taylor (1989); Langacker (1995, 2009); Heine (1997)
among others.
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It is intuitively clear that ékhthra in (7) is a focus rather than topic expression
since it is completely unpredictable and makes the assertion informative. The
Pr’s, on the contrary, are both active in the discourse and are present in the
presupposition. Moreover, the subject is in the scope of negation and this is a
diagnostic test to identify a focus domain.14

Thus, in example (8), the existence of a human Pe (Smerdis) is negated and
his death is asserted.

(8) kaì Smérdin tòn Kúrou mēkéti humîn
and Smerdis.acc art.acc Cyrus.gen no more you.dat.pl
eónta logízesthe
be.ptcp.acc believe.prs.2pl
‘And I would have you believe that Smerdis Cyrus’s son no longer lives’

hdt. 3.65.5

The observations made so far indicate that constructions with eînai (or rather,
its third-person form) plus dative are existential clauses. They are syntacti-
cally intransitive, the intransitive predicate filling the slot ([v to be]) in the
schematic existential construction [npdat v to be npnom]. The Pe, constructed
as the grammatical subject of the predicate, is depicted as a Theme, i.e., the
argument whose existence is asserted with reference to the Pr, which is an
Internal Obligatory Participant (iop) of predication and is encoded as a loca-
tive/adessive15 complement. This state of affairs is represented in Figure 1, fol-
lowing Croft’s figurative formalism (2001: 18).

14 As noted by Lambrecht (1994: 153), “since the topic is an element of the pragmatic pre-
supposition evoked by the sentence, there is a sense in which the topic itself must be
taken for granted, hence must be outside of the scope of negation or modality in asser-
tion”.

15 The dative in Ancient Greek encodes a wide range of syntactic functions and semantic
roles and, because of its complex functional profile as a syncretic case, its role in the
expression of possession needs to be considered with some caution. As is well known,
it essentially codifies a generally animate entity, partially involved in the state of affairs
licensed by verbal semantics; in some impersonal constructions it can also function
as a non-canonical subject (see e.g. Barðdal & Eythórsson 2009; Conti 2014). Never-
theless, given the spatial function inherited from the Indo-European locative, it seems
plausible to assume a locative/adessive function of the dative in possessive construc-
tions.
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figure 1

In this template for the encoding of predicative possession, the verbal slot can
be filled in various ways. As a matter of fact, few other verbs apart from eînai
function in constructions expressing ‘possession’; these include e.g. hupárkhein
‘exist’ (see example 9), keîsthai ‘lie, be in a place’ and gígnomai ‘come into a
certain state, become’ (cf. Kulneff-Eriksson 1999: 16–17).

(9) ei toínun sphi khṓrē ge mēdemía hupêrkhe
if ptc they.dat country.nom ptc not one.nom exist.impf.3sg
‘if they had no country originally existing’

hdt. 2.15

Possessive constructions have the same characteristics as presentative/existen-
tial construction,16 illustrated, for example, by the occurrences in (4) quoted
above and in (10) below, where the existence of a subject’s referents is asserted
in the universe of discourse:

(10) ésti lógos perì autoû hiròs
be.prs.3sg legend.nom about dem.gen sacred.nom
legómenos
say.prs.ptcp.nom
‘there is a sacred legend that explains’

hdt. 2.48

16 Existential sentences vary crosslinguistically in their structure, semantics, andpragmatics.
Nevertheless they appear to share certain characteristics.We cannot provide an extensive
discussion of this issue here, but limit ourselves to pointing out that existential/presen-
tational sentences are characterized by the indefiniteness of the subject referent (Givón
2001: 255–261).
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In particular, the predicative possessive sentence is very similar to the
expressions that in the present paper we have decided to call expressions of
‘referential existence’, illustrated in (11):

(11) a. en taútēi gàr dḕ têi póli estì mégiston
in this.dat.sg ptc ptc art.dat city.dat be.prs.3sg great.nom
Ísios hirón
Isis.gen temple.nom
‘there is in this city a very great temple of Isis’

hdt. 2.59

b. eisì dè kaì perì Iōníēn dúo túpoi en pétrēisi
be.prs.3pl ptc and in Ionia.acc two figures.nom in rocks.dat
‘Also there are in Ionia two figures of this man carven in rock’

hdt. 2.106

In (11) the existential predicate introduces the referent of its primary argument
into the discourse by ascribing a domain of instantiation to it. In other words,
a certain entity is introduced as existing with respect to a location, which
functions as a reference point, rather than as an entity endowed with the
quality of being located somewhere, as in the copular locative construction in
example (3) above.

Thus, a common schematic characterization as a ‘reference point relation-
ships’marks the particular affinity between the referential existential construc-
tion and the possessive predicative construction designating “location” in the
Pr’s dominion (Langacker 2003).

To conclude, all constructions considered here are characterized by an exis-
tential intransitive verb and by an indefinite non-anaphoric referent as a sub-
ject introduced into the discourse for the first time.Moreover, when a reference
point is present, this element is conceptualized as an Internal Obligatory Par-
ticipant, aboutwhich the lexical predicatemakes a statement. This inheritance
hierarchy is illustrated in figure 2.

[(np) Intr.v SubjNPnom]{ }
[([iop ⟨ +definite ⟩]top) [Exist Theme ⟨-definite ⟩]fd]

↓
[npdat v to be SubjNPnom]{ }
[[Pr ⟨ +definite ⟩]top [Exist Pe ⟨-definite ⟩]fd]

figure 2
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3.2 Semantic Features
Pr’s in dative constructions are typically [+human] and [+definite], and can
be represented either by nouns or by personal pronouns, that is, by elements
denotingwell-defined, generally human, entities. The following examples have
been selected insofar as they are representative of various types of Pr and/or Pe,
and of the possessive relations relevant to our analysis. For a better understand-
ing of the most salient aspects of the examples quoted, each one is introduced
by a label (in small caps) referring to the significant semantic feature(s) and to
the possessive relation, classified according to Heine’s typology (1997: 34–35).

The passage in (12) provides an example of the possessive relation that
Heine (1997: 35) calls inanimate inalienable possession, where the Pr and the Pe,
regarded as inseparable, are both [-animate]. This is a kind of relation which
occurs very rarely in Ancient Greek due to the infrequency of [-animate] Pr’s.

(12) [-animate] Pr; inanimate inalienable possession
basileû, potamôi toútōi ouk ésti állē exḗlusis
king.voc river.dat this.dat not be.prs.3sg other.nom way.nom
es thálassan katḗkousa, all’ hḗde autḗ
into sea.acc lead.prs.ptcp.nom but this.nom dem.nom
‘O king, this river has no other way leading into the sea, but this alone’

hdt. 7.130.1

The situation is more varied regarding Pe’s. Indeed, even though they are
typically [-definite] and [-human], they can be both [+concrete] (e.g.
khrusós, khalkós próbata, híppoi in 13) and [-concrete] nouns (e.g. kakón in
14), as well as [+human] (e.g. dmōiaí in 13, paîdes in 16 and adelpheós in 17) and
[+definite]; additionally, Pe’s can be [+relational] (e.g. glôssai, stómata in
15 and adelpheós in 17) and [-relational] nouns (e.g. khrusós, khalkós in 13
and kakón in 14).

A good indicator of this scenario is provided in the following examples,
starting with (13) below—with [+concrete] Pe’s—which is an instance of
the possessive relation Heine calls permanent possession; this “may be said to
correspond most closely to the legal notion of ownership as used in western
societies” (Heine 1997: 34).

(13) [+concrete] Pe’s; permanent possession (ownership)
ésti toi en klisíēi khrusòs polús, ésti
be.prs.3sg you.dat in tent.dat gold.nom much.nom be.prs.3sg
dè khalkòs kaì próbat’, eisì dé toi
ptc bronze.nom and sheep.nom.pl be.prs.3sg ptc you.dat
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dmōiaì kaì mṓnukhes híppoi
handmaids.nom and single-hooved.pl horses.nom
‘you have in your tent a lot of gold, and you have bronze and sheep, and
handmaids too, and single-hooved horses’

hom. Il. 23.549–550

Conversely, in (14) the Pe is [-concrete], within a kind of possessive relation
which—following Heine’s classification (1997: 34)—expresses abstract posses-
sion.

(14) [-concrete] Pe; abstract possession
nûn dè dḕ enthád’ emoì kakòn éssetai
now ptc ptc here me.dat evil.nom be.fut.3sg
‘and now even here shall evil come upon me’

hom. Il. 21.92

The following three examples express relations of inalienable possession (Heine
1997: 35), where the Pe’s are perceived as inseparable from their Pr. In these
occurrences Pe’s are [+relational] nouns—body part terms (in 15) and
kinship terms (in 16 and 17)—modified by numerals in the first two examples
and unmodified in (17).

(15) [+relational] Pe’s = (modified) body part terms; inalienable
possession
oud’ eí moi déka mèn glôssai, déka dè stómat’
not if me.dat ten ptc tongues.nom ten ptc mouths.nom
eîen
be.opt.prs.3pl
‘not even if I had ten tongues and ten mouths’

hom. Il. 2.489

(16) [+relational] pe = (modified) kinship term; inalienable
possession
êsan dè tôi Kroísōi dúo paîdes
be.impf.3pl ptc art.dat Croesus.dat two.nom sons.nom
‘Croesus had two sons’

hdt. 1.34.2
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(17) [+relational] pe = (unmodified) kinship term; inalienable
possession
ên hoi adelpheós, tòn eîpá hoi
be.impf.3pl dem.dat brother.nom dem.acc say.aor.1sg dem.dat
sunepanastênai
be partner in a rebellion.inf.aor
‘he had a brother, his partner, as I said, in rebellion’

hdt. 3.61.2

If we take into account the types of possessive relations that can be expressed
by the dative construction, we may conclude that ‘eînai plus dative’ in Ancient
Greek is used to encode a broad range of possessive relations. This variety
correlates with the distribution of the semantic features of the two relata, and,
in particular, with the range of characteristics as regards the Pe’s.

Among the types of relation rarely expressed by the dative construction are
those of ‘inanimate inalienable possession’ (cf. example 12 above), and ‘phys-
ical’ or ‘momentary possession’, which may be interpreted as the association
between a Pr and a Pe for a specified time, as in example (18) below:

(18) momentary posession
Pólemos oíseis aletríbanon trékhōn?

bring.fut.2sg pestle.acc run.prs.ptcp.nom

Kúdoimos all’ ô méle ouk éstin ēmîn: ekhthès
but ptc dear.voc not be.prs.3sg us.dat yesterday
eisōikísmetha
move.prf.mid-pass.1pl

Pólemos oúkoun par’ Athēnaíōn metathréxei takhù
then from Athens.gen run.fetch.fut.3sg. quickly
pánu!
very

War ‘Run and fetch me a pestle.

Tumult But, oh dear, we haven’t got one; it was only yesterday we
moved.

War Then, go and fetch me one from Athens, and hurry, hurry!’
aristoph. Peace 259–261
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A further important point regarding the function of the ‘eînai plus dative’
construction is that it essentially establishes the existence of a relation of
possession, asserting the possessive link between two entities.

In this respect, if thewide variety of Pe’s occurring in the dative construction
provides an initial hint of this construction’s predicative possessive function,
a further useful diagnostic can be found in the constraints which character-
ize the use of [+relational] nouns. According to Herslund & Baron (2001:
13), as far as relational nouns—that is to say, inherently possessed entities—
are concerned, the use of predicative possessive constructions is rather lim-
ited, while it is frequent in attributive possessive constructions (e.g. Mary’s
mother). Indeed, the predication of the existence of a possessive link with
this kind of noun would be redundant and uninformative due to the fact
that possessive relations are inherent in relational nouns. This is the reason
why we do not find unmodified affirmative sentences simply meaning ‘y has
a father/ a mother’ without there being further semantic nuances. Never-
theless, when the Pe is modified (e.g. Mary has a wise mother) or negated
(e.g. Mary does not have a mother), the possessive expressions are meaning-
ful and provide new information. In our opinion, however, it is important
to observe that what Herslund & Baron noted does not apply equally to the
whole class of relational nouns but largely to ascending kinship and body-
part terms,17 that is to say, to nouns denoting entities that every human being
must have: everyone has a (biological) father and a mother, and everyone
has a body with its specific parts. Given this, we have made the decision in
the present paper to call possessive relations involving these kinds of terms
“necessary possessive relations” since they are relations given in nature where
a Pe necessarily requires a Pr. The comparison between a sentence such as
‘Mary has a mother’, which in its basic semantics is essentially meaningless,
and a sentence such as ‘Mary has a brother’, which, on the contrary, provides
information, makes this distinction evident. It follows that, not infrequently,
any given language can use an unmodified construction with parental terms
to express a different, more specific meaning: for example, the English sen-
tence ‘Mary has a mother’ is best interpreted as ‘Mary has a mother still liv-
ing’.

Data concerning the dative possessive construction in Ancient Greek fit
this scenario perfectly. As regards kinship, in fact, while sentences involving
non-ascending kinship terms are possible and frequent, as in examples (16) and

17 Herslund&Baron (2001: 13) do not specify this distinction, even though the examples they
provide all regard the nounmother.
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(17) above, an affirmative sentence involving unmodified parental kin terms
means ‘y has a father/a mother still living’, as in example (19):18

(19) toútou dè kaì hē Pelíou thugátēr Álkēstis
this.gen ptc and art.nom.f Pelias.gen daughter.nom Alcestis.nom
hikanḕn marturían parékhetai hupèr toûde
sufficient.acc witness.acc bear.prs.mid-pass.3sg above this.gen
toû lógou eis toùs Éllēnas,
art.gen statement.gen to art.acc people of Greece.acc
ethelḗsasa mónē hupèr toû hauthês
willingly.aor.ptcp.nom. alone.nom for art.gen herself.gen
andròs apothaneîn, óntōn autôi patrós
husband.gen die.aor.inf be.prs.ptcp.gen.pl dem.dat father.gen
te kaì mētrós
ptc and mother.gen
‘Sufficient witness is borne to this statement before the people of Greece
by Alcestis, daughter of Pelias, who alone was willing to die for her hus-
band, though he had both father and mother (still living)’

plat. Sym. 179b–c

Not unexpectedly, we can find ascending kinship terms as Pe’s in negative
sentences, as in (20). In this case it is evident, as observed by Kahn (1973: 267),
that “Andromache means that her parents are dead”.

(20) oudé moi ésti patḕr kaì pótnia
neither me.dat be.prs.3sg father.nom and queenly.nom
mḗtēr
mother.nom
‘Neither father have I nor queenly mother’

hom. Il. 6.413

Furthermore, as no example was found of an ascending kinship termmodified
by an attribute as in a sentence such as “Andromache has a very clevermother”,
we canhypothesize that inAncientGreek the sequence ‘patḗr/mḗtērsubject eînai
plus Datpr’ came to be used to express only the ‘being alive of the father and/or
the mother’ and, therefore, cannot be used if not for this purpose.

18 This structure can be considered an extension of the existential use, which Kahn calls “the
vital use” (1973: 240–245).
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In a similar way to ascending kinship, a possessive predication concerning
parts of the body—the second type of “necessary possessive relations”—very
rarely occurs and when it does it is in sentences, with modified Pe’s, that
express hypothetical or unusual situations. Example (15) quoted above and (21)
below—part of the description of Scylla—are illustrative to this effect.

(21) hèx dé té hoi deiraì perimḗkees, en dè
six ptc ptc her.dat necks.nom very long.nom in ptc
hekástēi smerdaléē kephalḗ, en dè trístoikhoi
each one.dat awful.nom head.nom in ptc in three rows.nom
odóntes puknoì kaì thamées, pleîoi mélanos thanátoio
teeth.nom thick.nom and close.nom full.nom black.gen death.gen
‘and sixnecks, exceeding long, andoneachoneanawful head, and therein
three rows of teeth, thick and close, and full of black death’

hom. Od. 12.90–92

If we consider our data according to Langacker’s reference-point model, the
‘eînai plus dative’ construction profiles the whole possessive relationship, whe-
reby—not unexpectedly—the Pe is the target and the trajector, while the Pr is
the reference point and the landmark.

4 The Genitive Pattern: Syntactic, Pragmatic and Semantic Features

4.1 Phrasal Syntax and Information Structure
In the construction ‘eînai plus genitive’, the Pe np is construed as the grammat-
ical subject in the nominative case controlling verb agreement. The Pe item is
typically a definite element, already part of the universe of discourse, which
plays the topic role in the information structure of the utterance, whereas the
genitive Pr is in the focus domain. The syntactic and pragmatic structure can
be schematically represented as [Penom]top [to be Prgen]fd.

The clearest illustration of this statement is the question-and-answer pair.
Here, the question word, and the corresponding word group in the response,
are the Focus of their respective clauses, as in (22):

(22) [context: In the previous passage, Dicaeopolis had built an enclosure
around his house, within which there is a peaceful, free market for the
neighbouring people. The dialogue takes place between a Beothian mer-
chant and Nicarchus, a war party informer.]
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νικ. tautì tínos tà phortí’
this.nom.pl who.gen art.nom merchandise.nom
estí
be.prs.3sg

βοι. tôd’ emà Theíbathen
this.nom mine.nom.pl from Thebes
íttō Deús.
know.perf.impt.3sg Zeus.nom

Nicarchus ‘Whose is this merchandise?’

Boeothian ‘Mine; it comes from Thebes, I call Zeus to witness’
aristoph. Ach. 910–911

What is of greatest interest in such passages is what appears early on in the
questions. In the wh-questions, where the speaker knows one specific referent
and the related idea ‘of belonging to’, the interrogative pronoun seeks informa-
tion about the Pr referent.

On the other hand, consistent with the informational structure of this kind
of sentence is the frequent omission of the Pe which characterizes genitive
patterns as in (23).

(23) [context: Herodotus is writing about his source Archias, son of Samius,
and grandson of the Archias mentioned above; Herodotus met him in his
native town of Pitana.]
dḗmou gàr toútou ên
town.gen ptc this.gen be.impf.3sg
‘indeed (he) belonged to this town’

hdt. 3.55.2

As is well known, an interesting property of topics is the fact they can be
omitted altogether (cf. Lambrecht 1994: 136; Matić 2003; Erteschik-Shir 2007:
23). Indeed, the omission of the Pe (Archias) in (23) is possible becauseArchias,
the discourse referent, is already active in the spatio-temporal frame and is the
continuous topic throughout the sentence, whereas the assertion is confined
to the identification of the focused referent of Pr.

Example (22) also provides a useful syntactic testing ground for our descrip-
tion. The answer has a possessive pronoun emà in the same position and con-
veys the same properties as genitive Pr’s. This potential for substitution offers
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strong evidence that the Pr is a predicate nominal in a copular clause where
the Pe is the subject. The possessive predication can be realised by predicate
nouns in the genitive case or by possessive pronouns in place of the constituent
in the genitive. Clearly, the two constructions are not wholly synonymous, as
the genitive can refer to specific referents and can also be modified by adjec-
tives. However, the syntactic function is the same: both constructions tend to
encode the Pr as an intrinsic attribute or feature of the Pe. In this construc-
tion, the verb eînai can be considered the copula, filling the slot [v to be] in the
schematic construction [npnom v to be npgen].

This copular construction contains a non-verbal predicate as a complement
of a non-agentive, non-volitional and definite Pe/subject. Themain function of
the verbal slot filler is to transfer grammatical categories, such as tense, aspect
and mood into the predicate phrase. This type of construction is intrinsically
stative with a semantically underspecified one-place predicate which is sub-
sidiary to the nominal complement that carries most of the lexical-semantic
load of the predication and receives focus. This subsidiary status of the verb
can be verified through a contrastive focus and negation test (cf. Goldberg
2006: 130), which invariably negates only elements within the potential focus
domain. As such, in (24), what is negated is the identity of the Pr, not his exis-
tence (see section 4.2).

(24) ou Korinthíōn toû dēmosíou estì ho
not Corinthians.gen art.gen city.gen be prs.3sg art.nom
thesaurós, allà Kupsélou toû Ēetíōnos
treasure.nom but Kypselos.gen art.gen Eetion.gen
‘The treasure does not belong to the city of Corinth, but to Kypselos, the
son of Eetion’

hdt. 1.14.2

To sum up, the pragmatic and syntactic phenomena observed above confirm
that genitive constructions predicate a state of a certain entity (Pe) that is
somehow related to another (Pr) whose relation to the former is already taken
for granted; consequently, the informational core of the predication is the
identification of the Pr and not the existence of a relation. This statement can
be schematized as follows:
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figure 3

This construction can be regarded as a pairing of form andmeaning that inher-
its such characteristics from the copular construction with its complex con-
structional network of different non-verbal predicates (i.e., nominal, adjectival
and prepositional), as represented in figure 4 below.

[SbjNPnom v to be SbjComp np]{ }
[[Theme ⟨ –agent, –volition ⟩]top [Cop SubjProperties]fd]

↓
[SubjNPnom v to be SubjCompNPgen]{ }
[[Pe ⟨ –agent; –volition +definite ⟩]top [Cop Pr ⟨+definite⟩]fd]

figure 4

In all copular sentences the only participant of the predication is the non-
agentive, non-volitional and definite Subject, while the verb eînai co-consti-
tutes the predicate with the Subject Complement; this is the predicate nucleus
and receives focus. The verbal item remains constant in constructional occur-
rences, except for some infrequent uses of the near synonymous verb, gígnomai
(25).

(25) epeì d’ hē mèn níkē Agēsiláou egegénēto
when ptc art.nom ptc victory.nom Agesilaus.gen be.plup.3sg
‘Now when the victory had fallen to Agesilaus’

xen. Hell. 4.3.20
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4.2 Semantic Features
As far as the semantic aspects of the two relata are concerned, Pr’s are typically
characterized by the features [+human, +definite] (see examples 26, 27 and
28). Thus, in this respect, there is no difference between genitive Pr’s and dative
equivalents. However, the situation is quite different when we consider the
data regarding Pe’s, particularly in relation to the ‘definiteness’ parameter. As a
matter of fact, where the ‘eînai plus genitive’ construction occurs, Pe’s are gen-
erally [+definite, +concrete, -relational] (see example 24 above and
the examples below); moreover, Pe’s can be [+human] beings (example 27).

(26) [+concrete] Pe
híppoi mèn még’ áristai ésan Phērētiádao
mares.nom ptc very best.nom.pl be.impf.3pl son-of-Pheres.gen
‘The very best mares belonged to the son of Pheres’

hom. Il. 2.763

(27) [+human] Pe
ho gàr Amphítheos Dḗmētros ên kaì
art.nom ptc Amphiteus.nom Demeter.gen be.impf.3sg and
Triptolémou
Triptolemus.gen
‘For the first Amphitheus was the son of Demeter and Triptolemus’

aristoph. Ach. 47–48

(28) [-concrete] Pe
ho dè akoúsas sunégnō heōutoû
art.nom ptc hear.aor.ptcp.nom confess.aor.3sg himself.gen
eînai tḕn hamartáda kaì ou toû theoû
be.inf art.acc sin.acc and not art.gen god.gen
‘and when he heard it, he confessed that the sin was not the god’s, but his
own’

hdt. 1.91.6

The distribution of semantic features—and in particular the recurrent charac-
terization of Pe as a [+definite] element—is consistent with the pragmatic
functions outlined in section 4.1 above. In fact, since the Pe is given, itmust also
be [+definite]. The Pr, as we shall see, constitutes an intrinsic attribute of the
Pe and is in turn [+definite].

The range of relationshipswhich can be expressed by the genitive possessive
construction includes twomain featureswhich seem to be characteristic of this
pattern:
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a) defining pre-existing relations of kinship by specifying the Pr/relative’s iden-
tity, the latter always being the father and/or themother, often referred to by
their own name, as in example (27) above and in example (30) below;

b) specifying or, more often, assigning legal ownership to a specific Pr rather
than to someone else (see example 24, above). In this instance, two Pr’s in
opposition toone another are frequently seen in the samecontext; one refers
to present ownership, the other to past ownership. Example (29), below,
provides an illustration of such use.

(29) toûto tò pedíon ên mén kotè
this.nom art.nom plain.nom be.impf.3sg ptc once
Khorasmíōn, […] epeíte dè Pérsai ékhousi tò
Chorasmians.gen since ptc Persians.nom hold.prs.3pl art.acc.
krátos, estì toû basiléos
sway.acc be.prs.3sg art.gen king.gen
‘This plain was once the Chorasmians’, […] but since the Persians have
held sway, it has been the king’s own land’

hdt. 3.117.1

Logically speaking, it is important to note that both ownership and kinship
with parents are marked by a solid bond which links the Pr to the Pe, a bond
which clearly holds even if the entities involved are not both present in the
same place at the same time. In the first case (kinship), the connection with
parents is a natural one and is the only natural relationship that every human
being must have; in the second case (ownership) by contrast, the bond is dic-
tated by socio-cultural convention. Moreover, both types also imply exclusive-
ness in the relationship between Pe and Pr and, consequently, the uniqueness
of the Pr: any given human being will be the son/daughter exclusively of one
single father andone singlemother; any givenhousewill belong exclusively to a
specific owner (or owners, though they are always identified specifically and in
a relationship of exclusivitywith the Pe) and so on. Given the uniqueness of the
Pr, it follows that this becomes a necessary element in qualifying or identifying
the Pe, especially in the case of parents.

The impossibility for a [+relational] noun to occur as Pe is interesting
for two different reasons. First of all, just as with the dative construction, it
is a sign of the predicative function of this type of sentence. However,—and
this is the other significant aspect—unlike the dative possessive construction,
the restriction systematically applies to the whole class of relational nouns.
This behaviour most likely correlates with the Pe’s [+definite] feature in
genitive possessive sentences, as well as with the function of this construc-
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tion as defined in the previous section. As a matter of fact, given that a rela-
tional noun implies a possessive relation with another entity at the univer-
sal cognitive level, the definiteness of a relational noun entails that the Pr is
known, because ignorance of the Pr’s identity—an intrinsic attribute of the
relational noun—is incompatible with the definiteness of the noun itself. In
other words, using the expression the son—and not a son—means that the
speaker and/or the hearer already know who is the father/mother of the son.
Consequently, in this case, the genitive possessive construction is not at all nec-
essary.

To summarize, the data presented in this section and in section 3.2 suggest
that when an utterance somehow pertains to kinship and ownership, two very
different situations may arise.

Of these, the first involves a context in which the Pr is known and given, and
where the existence of a relationship of kinship—with the exception of the
ascending line—or of ownership is established. In Ancient Greek this kind of
relationship, as observed above, is typically expressed by the dative possessive
construction.

In contrast, the second kind of situation implies a context in which the Pe is
knownandgiven, andwhere the existence of an exclusive relationshipbetween
Pe and Pr (parent or owner) is presupposed. Thus, the new information in
such cases is the identity of the Pr. Relationships of kinship—in this case only
regarding the ascending line of a [+definite] individual—and ownership fall
into the latter category, whose typical expression is the ‘eînai plus genitive’
construction.

In negative sentences—as observed by Kahn (1973: 169) and discussed in
the previous sections—the difference between the two kinds of assertion, that
is, between the use of the dative or the genitive, seems more evident. This is
revealed by comparing example (24) above (regarding a relation of ownership)
with (30) and (31):

(30) Genitive, kinship relation
Trugaîos
psukhḗn g’ áristos, plḗn g’ hóti ouk ên ár’,
soul.acc ptc excellent.nom except ptc that not be.impf.3sg ptc
hoûpér fēsin eînai, toû patrós
whose claim.prs.3sg be.inf art.gen father.gen
Trygaeus ‘Excellent: Only he was not born of the father he claims’

aristoph. Peace 675–676
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(31) Dative, ownership relation
ou gár kṓ toí esti huiòs hoîon se
not ptc ptc you.dat be.prs.3sg son.nom such.acc you.acc
ekeînos katelípeto
that.nom leave after.aor.3sg
‘for you have as yet no son such as he left after him in you’

hdt. 3.34.5

Example (30) is particularly significant as regards the function of the genitive
construction. Here Trygaeus and Hermes are talking about Cleonimus, and
while they have no doubt about the existence of Cleonimus’s father, they do
have doubts about his identity.

When, by contrast,wearedealingwith adativepossessive construction, as in
example (31), the negative form of the sentence should be interpreted as ‘There
is not x for y’ and, consequently, ‘y does not have x’, that is to say, as the negation
of the existence of a relation of possession, which in this specific case is of not
‘having children’.

Data regarding the various functional profiles, alongside the kind of posses-
sive relationship expressed by genitive and dative possessive constructions, are
presented in Table 1:

table 1

‘eînai plus dative’ ‘eînai plus genitive’
Possessor Possessee Possessor Possessee

Definite + – (+)19 + +
Indefinite – + – – (+)

Polysemic: they express a broad
range of possessive relations,
also including permanent and
inalienable possession; they can-
not encode “necessary posses-
sive relations”.

Polysemic, but with a restricted
functional profile: they iden-
tify the Pr exclusively within
the ownership relations (per-
manent possession) and ascend-
ing kinship relations.

19 The plus sign in parentheses indicates that the number of definite/indefinite Pe’s is
relatively unimportant (cf. Benvenuto & Pompeo 2012).
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Finally, if we re-examine our data following Langacker’s reference-pointmodel,
the two constructions under examination differ significantly not only with
respect to profiling and trajector/landmark alignment, but also with respect
to the roles of reference point and target. As a matter of fact, where a generic
possessive relationship and the existence of a generic Pr are presupposed, the
‘eînai plus genitive’ construction entails a specific possessive relationship with
a specific Pr, thus identifying the Pr. In other words, this construction profiles a
relationship with the specific Pr in whose dominion the Pe is already situated.
Consequently, even though the Pr commonly constitutes the reference point in
possessive constructions, as regards the specific level expressed by the genitive
construction, the Pr is best interpreted as the target and the trajector, while the
Pe constitutes the reference point with a landmark status.

5 Conclusions

The various semantic and pragmatic configurations of genitive and dative con-
structions outlined in the previous sections determine the types of predicate
with which each form co-occurs.

Our analysis shows that the status of the verbal item eînai is inextricably
linked to that of the constructions which constitute its typical environment of
usage. In particular, the copular status of eînai is due to its occurrence in a con-
struction where the informational core of the predication is the identification
of the Pr as a property of a typically definite Pe. This construction is character-
ized by the co-occurrence of a specific set of pragmatic, semantic and syntactic
features such as the focalized definite Pr and the topical definite Pe.

As far as the existential possessive construction is concerned, the occurrence
of the verb ‘to be’ is also implied, but the specific constructional context, with
an indefinite and focalized Pe encoded by the nominative subject and a dative
Pr constituting a reference point, resolves the ambiguity of the verb eînai. In
addition, this analysis also supports the primacy of possessive constructions
over the individual items which comprise it. The interplay between two mor-
phosyntactic strategies of encoding Pr’s, the typical pragmatic saliency of both
Pr’s andPe’s and the verbal lexemegives rise to twodifferent constructionswith
a pairing of form andmeaning that schematizes beyond their actual instantia-
tions.
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